
























































































































































Figure! 1.1:! A)! The! CO2! reduction! photocatalytic!mechanism!of! Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl! highlighting! key!
intermediate!steps;!B)!potential!diagram!featuring!visible!excitation,!interPsystem!crossing,!
vibrational!relaxation,!phosphorescence!with!their!respective!timescales...........................4!!
Figure! 2.1:! a)!MLCT! from! rhenium! to! bipyridine! ligand! via! 400! nm! light,! b)! potential! diagram!
featuring!visible!excitation,!interPsystem!crossing,!vibrational!relaxation,!phosphorescence!
with! their! respective! timescales,! c)! cartoon! representing! a! frequency! trajectory! of! an!
initially!equilibrated!ground!state!molecule! that,! following!optical!excition! (vertical!black!
arrow)!and!subesequent!nonequilibrium!relaxation,!ultimately!yields!a!“quasiPequilibrium”!
triplet!state!after!a!relaxation!period!!relax............................................................................15!
Figure!2.2:! (a)! FTIR! spectrum!of!Re(CO)3(bpy)Cl! in! THF! showing! the!CO! stretching!modes.! The!
completely!symmetric!mode!(A’(1))!shows!little!spectral!broadening!(2019!cmP1,fwhm!6.3!
cmP1)! in! the! polar! solvent,! while! the! asymmetric! modes! (A’’! and! A’(2)! modes)! are!
significantly!broadened!(1894!and!1917!cmP1,fwhm!12.7!and!12.8!cmP1,!respectively).!(b)!A!
absolute!rephasing!2DIR!spectra!of!the!A”!and!A’(1)!modes!at!t2!=1.2!ps!in!THF.!(c)!FFCFs!of!








A’(1)! mode! are! clearly! seen,! complete! with! crosspeaks! between! the! ESA! peaks.! The!
spectrum!was!collected!with!a!60!ps!time!delay!between!the!400!nm!excitation!pulse!and!










to!work!done!by!Hamm!and!coworkers.! (b)!Excited!state!FFCFs! for! the! three!vibrational!






and!A”!of!facPRe(4,4’PdimethylPbpy)(CO)3Cl! ! in!THF!(t2(=!22!ps).!The!peak!analyzed! in!the!
main!text,!A’(2),!!is!highlighted!in!red.....................................................................................38!
Figure! 3.3:! The! FTIR! Spectra! of! COOH! (cyan,! circle),! DMB! (magenta,! square),! tPButyl! (green,!
triangle),!ReCl!(orange,!diamond)!and!1,10Pphen!(!purple,!star)!in!the!solvents!DMSO!(A),!
THF!(B)!and!CH3CN!(C);!The!frequencyPfluctuation!correlation!functions,!C(t2),!of!the!A’(2)!
vibrational! stretching!mode!of!COOH,!DMB,! tPButyl,!ReCl,!and!1,10Pphen! in! the!solvents!
DMSO!(D),!THF!(E)!and!CH3CN!(F).!The!FFCF!was!not!obtainable!for!COOH!in!the!solvent!
CH3CN.....................................................................................................................................39!
Figure! 3.4:! Experimental! center! frequencies! of! the!A’(1)! (A,! top),! A”! (A,!middle),! and!A’(2)! (A,!
bottom)!modes!of!COOH,!DMB,!tPButyl,!ReCl,!and!1,10Pphen!in!the!solvents!DMSO,!THF!and!
CH3CN;!DFT!calculated!center!frequencies!of!the!A’(1)!(B,!top),!A”!(B,!middle),!and!A’(2)!(B,!
bottom)!modes! of! ReCl! in! the! solvents!DMSO,! THF! and!CH3CN!using! the! CPCM! solvent!
model......................................................................................................................................42!
Figure! 3.5:!Mulliken! charges! obtained! from! DFT! calculations! of! Re(CO)3(bpy)Cl! (S0! state;! (A)),!
Re(CO)3(bpy)Cl! (3MLCT! state;! (B)),! and!Re(CO)3(4,4’PdiPCOOHPbpy)Cl! (C).! ! The! changes! in!
partial! charges! between! the! 3MLCT! ! and! S0! states! of! Re(CO)3(bpy)Cl! (D)! and! between!
Re(CO)3(4,4’PdiPCOOHPbpy)Cl!!and!Re(CO)3(bpy)Cl!(E).!In!(D)!and!(E)!the!dashed!box!indicates!
the!sites!where!charges!change!the!most..............................................................................43!
Figure! 4.1:! Rhenium! bipyridyl! photocatalysts! for! CO2! reduction! to! CO! and! COOH–.! (A)! The!
photocatalytic!cycle!starts!with!absorption!of!nearPUV!light,!producing!a!metastable!(~60!
ns)! 3MLCT! state! that! is! reduced! by! electron! transfer! from! an! amine! sacrificial! donor.! A!







times! (0.4,! 5.1! and! 14.1! ps)! illustrating! the! changes! due! to! solvation! dynamics.! The!
inhomogeneous!width!is!maximal!in!mixed!solvent,!and!full!decays!of!the!FFCF!(DPF)!indicate!




from! 0! to! 100! %! (v/v).! Spectral! diffusion! is! slowest! at! 20%,! which! corresponds! to! the!
maximal!degree!of!solvent!exchange.!20%!composition!yields!the!highest!efficiency!of!CO!
production!in!active!photocatalytic!reactors!(7).!(B)!20%!TEOA!in!acetonitrile!also!shows!a!
pronounced! slowdown,! whereas! (C)! in! DMSO,! there! is! no! significant! composition!
dependence.!In!DMSO,!Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl!does!not!display!evidence!for!preferential!solvation!
by! TEOA.! Cartoons! depicting! (D)! a! homogeneous! solution! where! the! primary! charge!
transfer! would! be! expected! to! be! diffusion! controlled;! (E)! an! inhomogeneous! solution!









Figure! 4.6:! Transient! IR! absorption! tracks! the! appearance! of! the! singly! reduced! species.! (A)!
Differential!absorption!(pump!on!–!pump!off)!of!Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl!in!20%!TEOA/THF!solution!
in! the! carbonyl! stretching! band! (inset),! and! zoomed! to! the! region! around! 1996! cmP1,!
corresponding!to!the!singly!reduced!species.!(B)!DoublePdifference!spectra!at!various!time!
delays!between!the!400Pnm!pump!and!midPIR!probe!showing!the!growth!of!the!band.!(C)!
Integrated! singlyPreduced! band! indicates! a! growth! on! a! ~70! ps! time! scale,! which! is!
significantly!faster!than!expected!by!diffusion.......................................................................59!
Figure!4.7:! Cartoon! indicating!diffusion!of! an!electron!donor! (filled!purple)! through! solvent! to!




















2019!cmP1!and!the!two!thiocyanate!bands!are!evident! in! the!spectrum!at!600! fs!waiting!
time.! (C)! Waiting! time! dependent! slices! of! the! rephasing! spectra! along! the! detection!
frequency!axis,!as! indicated!by!the!red!dashed!line! in!(A),!normalized!to!the!Re!carbonyl!
band!show!a!relative!increase!of!the!thiocyanate!signal,!as!well!as!a!pronounced!blue!shift.!
(D)!Waiting! time! dependent! peak! position! of! the! thiocyanate! accepting!mode! shows! a!
4.3±0.9!ps!evolution,!which!we!attribute!to!spectral!diffusion!following!energy!transfer.!(E)!
Ratio!of!the!(2019!cmP1,!2043!cmP1)!cross!peak!volume!to!the!(2043!cmP1,!2043!cmP1)!diagonal!













peak! volume! to! the! (2043! cmP1,! 2043! cmP1)! diagonal! peak! volume! for! the! rephasing!
spectrum.!The!decay!of!the!ratio!is!very!slow,!and!the!magnitude!of!the!change!is!less!than!








donor! and! acceptor.! The! energy! transfer! is! a! secondPorder! process,! which! raises! the!
effective!nonlinearity!of! the!experiment! to! fifthPorder,!and!makes! the!spectral!dynamics!
sensitive! to! the! three! time! point! correlation! function! of! the! frequency! fluctuations:!
.! (C)!Cartoon! representation!of! the!dephasing!mechanism!of!
energy! transfer.! Fluctuations! of! the! donor! and! acceptor! energies! result! in! transient!
degeneracies!where!energy!transfer!can!occur!very!rapidly.!When!the!energy!transfer! is!
fast,!the!donor!energy!gap!is!transiently!high!frequency!when!the!acceptor! is!transiently!
low! frequency.!Subsequent!evolution! results! in!a!blue!shift!of! the!acceptor!mode.! (D)!A!
schematic!potential!of!mean!force!(PMF)!showing!a!tagged!subset!(fuschia!circle)!prepared!



























vibrational! stretches;! B)! Molecular! structure! of! the! N719! dye! without! the! cation,! bisP
tetrabutylammonium,! present;! C)! FFCF! of! the! asymmetric! mode! and! D)! FFCF! of! the!
symmetric!mode!of!the!free!particles!in!DMF.......................................................................99!
Figure! 7.2:! Absolute! rephasing,! absolute! nonrephasing! and! absorptive! spectra! of! the! two! CN!
stretching!bands!in!DMF.!The!absolute!nonrephasing!clearly!shows!the!resolved!CN!bands!
and! the! absorptive! spectra! shows! that! the! modes! have! different! inhomogeneous!






















































































! This! thesis! encompasses! the! spectroscopic! investigations! of! the! photoPinitiated! CO2!
reduction!catalyst,!Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl,!in!multiple!states!along!the!photocatalytic!cycle.!The!objective!
of!these!experiments!was!to!better!understand!how!involved!things!such!as!the!electrostatics!and!
the! solvent(s)!are!at!each! step! in! the! reaction!mechanism.!The! spectroscopic! techniques!used!















the! reaction,! since! the! efficiency!of! the!CO2! reduction! reaction! is! solvent! dependent,! and! the!
spectral!diffusion!decay!time!increased!as!the!nucleophilicity!of!the!solvent!increased.!
! xvi!













perspective! of! both! the! solute! and! preferential! solvator! by! selecting! two! molecules! with!
vibrational!bands!in!close!proximity!to!each!other.!The!combination!involved!a!solution!of!Na+SCNP
,!a!molecule!known!to!preferentially!solvate!betaineP30,!with!the!Re!complex!in!THF.!No!changes!
occur! in! the!spectral!dynamics!as! the!concentration!of!each!species! is!altered.!Surprisingly,!an!
energy! transfer!occurs! from!the! totally! symmetric!band!of! the!Re! to!both!of! the!bands!of! the!
Na+SCNP! (one! from! the! contact! ion! pair! and! one! from! a! dimer! of! two! contact! ion! pairs)! on! a!
timescale! independent! of! the! two! bands! involved,! indicating! the! occurrence! of! nonPGaussian!
dynamics.!!
!! The!next!work! focused!on!ultrafast! structural! fluctuations!of!a! small!polymer! (PfPp)! that!
incorporates! sitePspecific! vibrational! probes! within! the! polymer! studied!with! twoPdimensional!
infrared!spectroscopy.!The!chain!ends!were!found!to!spectrally!diffuse!slower!than!do!the!inner!


























chemical( reaction:( A( +( B(!( products,( involves(at# a#minimum( three( distinct( species( given( the(
presence( of( the( solvent.( Though( imagined( to( be( distributed( homogeneously( throughout( the(







or( strong,( and( due( to( the( vast( combinatorial( complexity,( practical( chemists( typically( screen(
reaction(conditions(empirically.( For( multiKstep( processes,( such( as( those( encountered( in(
photocatalysis,(various(intermediates(likely(have(different(interactions(with(the(solvent(or(other(













despite( the( fact( that( not( one( of( these( properties( can( be( determined(without( recourse( to( an(
empirical(scale(or(trend.(The(polarity(of(the(solvent(takes(into(account(the(overall(intermolecular(
interactions(between( the( solvent( and( solute( that( are( governed(by(electrostatics( (i.e.( dielectric(
constants,(polarizabilities,(permanent(molecular(dipole(moments,(etc.)2,(though(without(regard(to(
microscopic( solvent( packing( or( other( specific( interactions.( The( size( solvent,( which( may( be(
characterized(by(the(free(volume,(allows(or(prevents(specific(interactions(of(the(solvent(and(the(
reactants(due(to(the(solvent(packing(around(the(solute.(Viscosity(can(only(be(linked(to(physically(
wellKdefined( friction( within( certain( models.( The( donicity,( or( nucleophilicity,( of( the( solvent(
























lived( redoxKactive(excited( state( can( initiate(a(wide( range(of( reactions,( from(charge( transfer( to(
catalysis.( Although( the( photophysics( immediately( following( optical( excitation( has( received(
extensive(experimental(and(theoretical(attention10K17,(what(makes(the(excited(species(functional(
as(a(catalyst( is(the(relatively( long( lifetime(of(the(excited(state.(Hence,(the(dynamical(processes(
relevant(to(subsequent(chemical(reactivity,(such(as(reduction(by(a(sacrificial(electron(donor,(occur(
on(timescales(that(are(completely(decoupled(from(the(initial(photoexcitation.((




excitation( and( intersystemKcrossing( (ISC)( on( a( subK200( fs( timescale,( the( relaxation( can( follow(
multiple(pathways,(proceeding(via(a(combination(of(triplet( ligandKtoKligand(charge(transfer(and(
triplet(metalKtoKligand( charge( transfer( states,( all( of( which( have( intraKligand( contributions( (i.e.(







are( primarily( responsible( for( the( overall( quantum( yield.( The( species( of( principal( interest( to(
photocatalysis(is(the(longKlived(3MLCT(state,(which(is(at(equilibrium,(at(least(with(respect(to(the(
nonKelectronic(degrees(of(freedom.(Unlike(electronicKbased(spectroscopy(approaches,(2DIR(offers(




















of( the( bonds( between( specific( atom( types,( with( the( wavenumbers( <( 4000,( cmK1( assigned( to(
fundamental( vibrations( and( the( higher( wavenumbers( designated( to( overtones.( For( organic(
molecules,( the(frequencies(of(these(motions(are( located(primarily( in(the(500(–(1,800(cmK1(and(
2,800(–(4000(cmK1(regions,(with(a(few(less(common(chemical(signatures(in(the(2100(–(2400(cmK1(
range.( In( between( these( lies( a( clutter( free( spectral( region( where( organicKmetal( vibrational(
stretches( show( up,(making( them( ideal( probes( of(molecules.( ( Because( this( bare( region( is( not(
convoluted(with(other(stretching(modes,(this(leaves(little(ambiguity(towards(identification(of(the(
vibrational(bands(being(studied.(A(common(technique(of(measuring(the(vibrational(spectrum(of(a(
molecule( is(Fourier( transform( infrared( (FTIR)( spectroscopy.(While( this( technique( is( informative(





















the( signal(with( respect( to( the( time( delay( between( the( first( two( pulses( (t1).( The( experimental(
excitation(frequency(spectral(resolution(is(roughly(3(cmK1.((
(
Observables( For( each( time( delay( between( excitation( pulse( pair( and( the( probe( pulse( (t2),( a(
rephasing( (photon( echo)( and( nonrephasing( 2D( spectrum( is( obtained.( Subtracting( the( signal(
amplitudes(of(a(diagonal(peak(from(both(of(these(experiments(at(each(value(of(t2(gives(us(the(









( Either( of( the( individual( 2D( experiments( (rephasing/nonrephasing)( can( also( be( used( to(
obtain( intramolecular( vibrational( redistribution( (IVR)( times( and( vibrational( lifetimes( through(





Spectral# Diffusion( The( most( significant( observable( in( 2DIR( spectroscopy( is( the( FFCF,( which(
characterizes( equilibrium( fluctuations( and( the( loss( of( frequency( correlation( induced( by(
fluctuations(of(the(solvent(or(of(the(probed(solute(itself20.(The(FFCF(is(defined(as(
I(t2 ) =
Ar (t2 )− An (t2 )


























and( a( quasiKequilibrated( electronic( excited( state( can(be( studied( independently,( instead(of( the(






























electronic( excited( state( and( having( a( similar( molecular( dipole( moment( as( Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl,( in(
varying(ratios(of(solvent:TEOA((solvets:(CH3CN(,(THF,(DMSO)(showed(that(the(TEOA(preferentially(
solvates( the(betaineK30( in(solvents(who(possesses(a(permanent(molecular(dipole(moment( less(














selected( to( preferentially( solvate( around( the( photocatalyst,( was( Na+SCNK,( because( it( was(




results( of( experiments( on( a( short( polymer,( with( monomeric( units( that( contain( ironKcarbonyl(
probes.( The( special( detail( about( this( polymer( is( the( end(unit( contains( a( different( probe( (ironK
dicarbonyl)( than( the(middle( units( (ironKmonocarbonyl),( both( observable( in( 2DIR( spectra.( This(
allows(for(siteKspecific(monitoring(of(the(spectral(dynamics.(2DIR(experiments(were(conducted(on(
three(different(polymer(environments:( dilute,( concentrated(and( film.( These(experiments(were(
complemented(by(Langevin(simulations(using(a(coarse(grained(model.(
( Chapter(7(discusses(the(first(instance(that(the(two(closeKlying(bands(of(the(CN(stretches(in(
the( DSSC,( N719,( have( been( spectroscopically( resolved.( We( were( able( to( do( this( by( taking(
advantage(of(the(phase(properties(of(a(nonrephasing(spectrum,(which(elongate(along(the(antiK
diagonal,(so(two(bands(close(in(energy(appear(as(separate(peaks(on(the(diagonal33.(Since(the(peaks(
could( be( resolved,( information( unique( to( each( of( the( bands( could( be( monitored.( The( dye(
molecules(were(studied(both(free(in(solution(and(bound(to(TiO2(nanoparticles(in(solution(in(the(
solvent(DMF.( The( solvent( choice( seemed( to( affect( the( anharmonicity( of( the( higher( frequency(
mode,(but(more(experiments(are(needed(to(confirm(such(an(affect.(((
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( The( concluding( chapter( of( this( thesis( reiterates( the( key( concepts( learned( in( the(
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( As( discussed( in( chapter( 1,(members( of( the( rhenium(I)Kbipyridine( family( are( important(
energy(harvesting(complexes(whose(catalysis(in(initiated(by(visible(light,(a(first(step(in(a(series(of(
photoKinduced(catalysis(reactions,(primarily(the(reduction(of(CO2(to(form(CO(and(formate(1.(The(
initiation( begins(with( a( nearKUV( pulse( that( excites( the(molecule( into( a( singlet(metalKtoKligand(
charge(transfer((1MLCT)(electronic(excited(state,(and(after(intersystem(crossing(through(multiple(
pathways,( the( complex( relaxes( into( a( thermally( equilibrated( triplet( MLCT( state( (3MLCT)( (Fig(









differences( in(both(the(timescales(of( the(decay(of(vibrational( frequency(correlation(and(of( the(
vibrational( energy( relaxation.( These( findings( will( enable( detailed( characterizations( of( solvent(
effects(and(molecular(flexibility,(aiding(the(design(and(control(of(photocatalysts(from(a(dynamical(
perspective.(This(work(indicates(that(transient(2DKIR((tK2DIR)(is(a(powerful(tool(to(study(the(quasiK




spinKorbit( coupling( constant( of( the( halide( ligand( 3K4,( 8.( The( charge( transfer(was(more( recently(
reported( to(be(a( twoKcenter( type(by( xKray( absorption( spectroscopy,(originating( from(both( the(
metal( and( the( halide( and( transferring( to( the( bipyridine( ligand19.( Although( there( are( certainly(
important( intermediate( dynamical( events( immediately( following( optical( excitation,( these( are(
primarily( responsible( for( the( overall( quantum( yield.( The( species( of( principal( interest( to(
photocatalysis(is(the(longKlived(3MLCT(state,(which(is(at(equilibrium,(at(least(with(respect(to(the(
nonKelectronic(degrees(of(freedom.(Unlike(electronicKbased(spectroscopy(approaches,(2DIR(offers(
Figure( 2.1:( a)( MLCT( from( rhenium( to( bipyridine( ligand( via( 400( nm( light,( b)( potential( diagram(
featuring( visible( excitation,( interKsystem( crossing,( vibrational( relaxation,( phosphorescence( with(
their(respective(timescales,(c)(cartoon(representing(a(frequency(trajectory(of(an(initially(equilibrated(
ground( state( molecule( that,( following( optical( excition( (vertical( black( arrow)( and( subesequent(
nonequilibrium( relaxation,( ultimately( yields( a( “quasiKequilibrium”( triplet( state( after( a( relaxation(
period(#relax.(
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( Our( 2DIR( experiments( are( conducted( using( three( midKIR( pulses( (2000( cmK1( center(
frequency,(125(cmK1(bandwidth)(that(interact(with(the(sample(in(a(backgroundKfree(box(geometry.(
Two(of( these(pulses( are(used( to( excite( the(molecule,( preparing( vibrational( populations(of( the(
carbonyl(modes,(and(the(signal( is(emitted(following(the(interaction(with(the(third(pulse.(The(IR(
pulses( are( generated( from( an( 800( nm( pulse( (~1(mJ,( 100( fs)( from( a( Ti:Sapphire( regenerative(
amplifier(that(is(split(and(sent(into(two(separate(Kbarium(borate(optical(parametric(amplifiers(
(OPAs),(the(outputs(of(which(are(difference(frequency(mixed(in(separate(GaSe(crystals(producing(








excitation( frequency( axis( by( Fourier( transforming( the( signal( with( respect( to( the( time( delay(
between( the( first( two(pulses( (t1).( The( experimental( excitation( frequency( spectral( resolution( is(
roughly(3(cmK1.20(For(each(time(delay(between(excitation(pulse(pair(and(the(probe(pulse((t2),(a(








transitions.(The( rise(of( the(cross(peak(amplitude( is(attributed( to( IVR,(and( the( longer( timescale(
decay(arises(from(vibrational(energy(relaxation.((
(
2DIR.( A( significant( capability( of( 2DIR( spectroscopy( is( the( characterization( of( equilibrium(
fluctuations( through( the( FFCF,(which( allows( one( to(monitor( the( loss( of( frequency( correlation(
induced( by( fluctuations( of( the( solvent( or( of( the( probed( solute( itself.( The( FFCF( is( defined( as(
,(where( (is(the(instantaneous(fluctuation(of(the(frequency("(from(
the(average(<">.(Both(the(external(forces(due(to(the(solvent(and(the(internal(environment,(such(
as( electron(density,( contribute( to( slight( frequency( shifts( that( in( principal( reveal( energetic( and(
dynamical(information.(Carbonyl(ligands(bound(to(a(transition(metal(center(are(not(only(sensors(
of( the( external( environment,( they( also( reflect( changes( in( the( internal( structure,(which(due( to(
coupling( can( be( extended( throughout( the( entire(molecule.( Recent(work( by(Massari(et# al.( has(
shown( that( the( carbonyl(on( the(metal( center(of(Vaska’s( complex,( for(example,( senses( solvent(
differently(depending(on(whether(or(not(the(complex(has(a(bound(dioxygen(ligand(22D23.!(




It( is( not( straightforward( to( interpret(C(t)(when(an(electronic( excited( state( is( undergoing( rapid(
relaxation(processes( that(modulate( the( vibrational( frequency( 24.( For(molecules(with( longKlived(
excited( states( such( as( triplets,( however,( it( is( possible( to( establish( an( equilibrium( on( the(
electronically( excited( state,( at( least( in( terms( of( our( measurements( on( timescales( of( tens( of(
picoseconds.( Figure( 2.1c( shows( a( schematic( cartoon( depicting( vibrational( probe( frequency(
fluctuations(before(during(and(after(excitation(to(the(excited(electronic(state.(
( Transient(2DIR( techniques(have(been(applied( to(study(photoinduced( reactions,( such(as(
charge(transfer,(ligand(dissociation,(geminate(rebinding(and(conformational(transitions(13,(15,(25K27.(
In( current( practice,( tK2DIR( mainly( focuses( on( nonKequilibrium( processes( by( observing( timeK
C(t)= δω(0)δω(t) δω(t)=ω(t)− ω
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dependent(transition(frequencies(and(amplitudes(11K12,(25,(28K29.(Several( tK2DIR(experiments(have(
been( performed( on( Re(CO)3(dmb)Cl( (dmb=4,4’KdimethylK2,2’Kbipyridine)( where( the( vibrational(
probes(monitored(the(excited(electronic(state(during(intersystem(crossing(and(other(relaxation(
processes( 12,( 24,( 28.( The( study( presented( here( uses( tK2DIR( to( investigate( the( 3MLCT( state( of(




# Ground#State#Analysis.(A( full( characterization(of( the(ground(state( species( is( required( in(
order(to(serve(as(an(internal(reference(against(which(to(compare(the(excited(state.(The(ground(
state(equilibrium(2DIR(spectrum(probes(the(CO(modes,(which(have(exceptionally(strong(oscillator(








the( solvent( than(do( the( lower( frequency(modes.( In( our( 2DIR( experiments,(we(do(not( directly(









Ar (t2 )− An (t2 )








indicating( both( inhomogeneous( broadening( and( spectral( diffusion(within( each( band,(with( the(







while( the(asymmetric(modes( (A’’( and( A’(2)(modes)( are( significantly(broadened( (1894( and(1917( cmK
1,fwhm(12.7(and(12.8( cmK1,( respectively).( (b)( A(absolute( rephasing(2DIR( spectra(of( the(A”( and( A’(1)(
modes(at(t2(=1.2(ps(in(THF.((c)(FFCFs(of(the(three(vibrational(modes.(The(FFCFs(of(the(A’’(and(A’(2)(mode(






highly( symmetric( mode( was( observed,( suggesting( there( may( be( a( symmetry( dependent(










' A’(1)((ps)' A”((ps)' A’(2)((ps)' '
DMSO' 4.5(±(0.9! 3.2(±(0.5! 4.2(±(0.4! !
THF' 2.9(±(0.8! 1.5(±(0.3! 1.3(±(0.5! !



































waiting time, t2 (ps)


























at( the(higher( (102(and(125(cmK1)(difference(frequencies(than(at( the( lower( (23(cmK1)(difference(
frequency.( The( spectral( density(of( THF( in( the( relevant( frequency( range( (0K200( cmK1)( has(been(
obtained(using(optical(Kerr(effect(spectroscopy,(and(shows(a(roughly(fourKfold(greater(amplitude(





excites(Re(CO)3(bpy)Cl( into(a( singlet(metalKtoKligand(charge( transfer( state( (Re( KK>(bpy)( forming(
[Re(II)(CO)3(bpy–)Cl]+.( Following( intersystem( crossing,( the( complex( relaxes( into( a( 3MLCT( state(



























blue)(of(the(A’(1)(mode(and(the(excited(state(absorptions( (ESA,( red)(of( the(A’(2)(mode(and(A’(1)(
mode( are( clearly( seen,( complete( with( crosspeaks( between( the( ESA( peaks.( The( spectrum( was(
collected(with( a( 60( ps( time( delay( between( the( 400( nm( excitation( pulse( and( the( 2DIR( detection(
sequence((b).( (c)(FFCFs(of(the(A’(1)(mode(in(the(excited(state.(The(spectral(dynamics(at(two(time(








to( 1( the( initial( value( of( the( correlation( function( is,( the( more( the( lineshape( is( dominated( by(
inhomogeneous,( and,( hence,( reversible,( broadening.( The( inhomogeneity( for( both( the(
















and(FFCFs(of( the(two( lowKfrequency(modes(of(Re(CO)3(bpy)Cl,(which(are( far(weaker(and(more(
challenging( to(measure( (Fig( 2.6a).( In( the( 3MLCT( state,( two(asymmetric(modes(exhibit( spectral(


















A’(1)!vibrational(mode,(which( appears(mostly( homogeneously( broadened( in( the( ground( state,(
becomes(more(inhomogeneously(broadened(in(the(excited(state,(exhibiting(spectral(diffusion(on(
the(same(time(scale(as(the(other(carbonyl(modes.(Due(to(the(transKinfluence,(changes(in(electron(
density( of( the( bipyridine( ligand( likely( influence( the( equatorial( carbonyls( more( than( the( axial(











for( future( work( to( accurately( model( the( mapping( of( vibrational( frequencies( to( both( internal(
structural( deformations( and( to( electrostatic( fluctuations( of( the( solvation( environment.( ( It( is( a(
major(challenge(for(future(work(to(accurately(model(the(mapping(of(vibrational( frequencies(to(














molecular( dipole( moment( to( change( in( both( magnitude( and( direction.( Hence,( dipolar( and(
polarizability(interactions(with(the(solvent(likely(occur(with(different(magnitudes(in(the(electronic(
ground(and(excited( states.(A( key(advantage(of(using(equilibrium(and( transient(2DKIR( to(probe(
different( electronic( states( is( that( those( states( can( be( interrogated( separately.( Electronic(
spectroscopy(methods,(such(as(timeKresolved(fluorescence(monitor(the(changes(in(the(electronic(
energy( gap,( thus( mixing( ground( and( excited( state( dynamics.( Nevertheless,( our( results( are(





( Our( calculations( of( one( measure( of( the( electrostatic( profile,( the( permanent( dipole(
moment,(of(Re(CO)3(bpy)Cl(in(its(ground(singlet((S0)(and(lowest(excited(triplet((3MLCT)(states(show(





with(molecular( simulation36.( In(developing(a(molecular( interpretation(of(polar( solvation,( it(has(
been(fruitful(to(partition(the(solvent(response(into(two(categories(distinguished(by(their(range(of(
interactions.( That( is,( the( response( is( separated( into( shortKrange( dispersive( forces( (i.e.( close(
collisions),(and(longKrange(electrostatics.35(In(adopting(a(reduced(description(of(the(system,(where(
one(focuses(only(on(a(small(spectroscopically(addressable(subset(of(the(degrees(of(freedom,(it(is(
customary( to( invoke(dissipative(dynamics(via( some(sort(of( friction.(Hence,( the( friction(may(be(


















within(a( factor(of( two(of( the(observed( threeKfold( slowdown(of(excited( state( spectral(diffusion(


















diffusion( on( different( electronic( states,( and( clearly( future( studies( will( investigate( continuum(
dielectric(friction(further.(
! !




of( low( frequency( skeletal( modes( in( the( excited( state( relative( to( the( ground( state.( Increased(
flexibility( has( both( energetic( and( dynamical( consequences.( RedKshifted( lowKfrequency( modes(
increase(the(vibrational(entropy(in(the(excited(state.(Our(DFT(results(indicate(a(small(2.5(cal(molK1(
KK1(change(in(vibrational(entropy(between(the(ground(and(excited(3MLCT(states,(corresponding(to(
a( negligible( ~0.3%( change( in( the( number( of( accessible(microstates.( Given( this( small( entropic(
difference,(the(enhanced(flexibility(of(the(excited(state(likely(contributes(only(dynamically(to(the(
slowdown( in( spectral( diffusion.( In( analogy( with( isolated( molecule( studies( of( intramolecular(
vibrational( redistribution,( where( lowered( torsional( barriers( were( found( to( facilitate( faster(
vibrational(energy(transfer(by(increasing(anharmonic(couplings,(it(is(possible(that(the(much(faster(
vibrational(relaxation(within(the(3MLCT(state(is(due(to(the(softening(of(the(skeletal(modes(39.(Thus,(
both( observed( trends( of( faster( vibrational( relaxation( and( slower( spectral( diffusion( are(
understandable(using(appropriate(applications(of(isolated(molecule(dynamics(and(of(continuum(





Equilibrium( twoKdimensional( infrared( spectroscopy( and( transient( twoKdimensional(
infrared(spectroscopy(were(used(to(completely(characterize(the(spectral(dynamics(in(the(ground(





in( spectral( dynamics( to(multiple( sources( including( changes( in( solvent( friction( and( the( solute's(
electronic(structure,(which(modifies(the(catalyst's(electrostatic(profile.((
The(electronic(ground(state(spectral(dynamics(are(found(to(be(solvent(dependent.(A(similar(









performed(on( the( initiation( step(of( the( catalysis.(Our(work( shows( that( it( is( indeed(possible( to(
extract(the(full(array(of(spectral(dynamics((spectral(diffusion,(vibrational(relaxation,(and(vibrational(
energy( transfer)( of( the( 3MLCT( excited( state( from( demanding( transient( 2D( IR( experiments.(
Moreover,( we( show( that( it( is( possible( to( reference( the( observed( changes( to( a( completely(
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A(promising(solution( to( the( increases( in(greenhouse(gas(emissions( is( to(use(sunlight( to(
power( the( photocatalytic( reduction( of( CO2,( thus( removing( the( gas( while( regenerating( useful(
chemicals.( Over( the( past( three( decades,( much( research( has( focused( on( the( Lehn( catalyst,( a(




changing( the( solvent( conditions18K20.( The( catalytic( efficiency,( often( measured( by( turnKover(
number,(turnKover(frequency,(or(quantum(yield(has(been(shown(to(depend(on(the(substituents(
(R)(for(a(fixed(choice(of(monodentate(axial(ligand((X).(The(turnKoverKfrequency(of(the(catalysis(also(
depends(on(whether(the(complex( is(photoKactivated(with(a(sacrificial(electron(donor,(or( if( it( is(





Re(bpy)(CO)3X( is( most( efficient( over( a( long( period( when( bromide( is( the( halide( ligand21.(
Determining(the(best(combination(of(substituent/monodentate(ligand(is(a(difficult(combinatorial(
challenge,( and( has( not( been( fully( explored.( The( catalysis( is( also( dependent( on( X,( and( both(
electrochemically(and(photoKinduced(catalysis(experiments(report(that(SCNK(and(P(OEt)3(produce(
the(highest(quantum(yields4,(22.(Most(of(the(catalysis(is(conducted(in(the(solvents(tetrahydrofuran(
(THF),( acetonitrile( (CH3CN),( dimethylformamide(or( a( combination(of( two(of( them10,( 23.( Clearly,(
even(optimizing(this(small(complex(involves(a(rather(large(design(space.(
Because(the(electronic(excited(state(plays(a(crucial(role(in(the(photoKinitiated(catalysis,(we(
recently( investigated( the( spectral( dynamics(of( the(electronic( excited( state( and( showed(how( it(
differs(from(the(electronic(ground(state24.(Relative(to(the(singlet((S0)(ground(electronic(state,(we(
observed( a( threeKfold( slowdown( of( solvation( dynamics( in( the( 3MLCT( state.( This( result( was(
attributed(to(multiple(factors,(one(of(them(being(dielectric(friction(arising(from(the(coupling(of(the(



















( We( synthesized( the( molecules( facKRe(4,4‘KR2Kbpy)(CO)3Cl,( where( R=H( (ReCl),( methyl(
(DMB),(tertKbutyl((tKButyl),(and(carboxylic(acid((COOH),(as(well(as(the(related(complex(Re(1,10K
phenanthroline)(CO)3Cl( (1,10Kphen)(according(to(previously(published(methods((Figure(3.1)5,(27.(
The( substituents( on( the( bipyridine(were( selected( for( the( changes( they( induce( in( the( electron(
density( trans( to( the( equatorial( carbonyls( as( well( as( possible( steric( effects( due( to( the( bulkier(

















experimental( setKup,( we( used( a( nonKcollinear( geometry,( so( that( the( emitted( signal( is( in( a(
backgroundKfree(direction.(We(perform(a(rephasing((photon(echo)(and(nonrephasing(experiment(
for( each( waiting( time( delay( (t2)( between( the( pump( pulses( and( the( probe( pulse.( A( rephasing(
experiment(has(the(phase(matching(conditions(kr=Kk1+k2+k3,(and(nonrephasing(kn=+k1Kk2+k3.(We(
scan( the( time( between( the( two( pump( pulses( and( then( Fourier( transform( the( signal( over( this(
scanning( time( to( obtain( the( excitation( frequencies( and( directly( detect,( via( chirped( pulse(





















C t2( ) = δω 0( )δω t2( ) δω t2( ) =ω t2( )− ω
I(t2 ) =
Ar (t2 )− An (t2 )





analyzed( the(decays(of( the(FFCFs(obtained( from(2DIR( spectroscopy( (Figure(3.2).( Figure(3.3DKF(
shows(the(correlation(function(decays(for(the(A'(2)(mode(of(each(of(the(five(complexes(in(the(three(
solvents.( Surprisingly,( we( do( not( observe( significant( differences( in( the( FFCF( decays( for( the(
complexes( within( a( particular( solvent.( Changing( solvent,( however,( does( affect( the( spectral(
diffusion(dynamics( essentially( identically( in( the( five( solutes.( All( complexes( exhibit( similar(A’(2)(
mode(spectral(diffusion(times((~4(ps)(in(DMSO((Table(3.1).(Likewise,(in(THF,(the(spectral(diffusion(


















constants( than( the( other( two(modes;( nevertheless,( all( three(modes( exhibit( similar( time( scale(
decays( among( the( substituted( variations.( This( phenomenon( of( coupled( vibrational( modes(
exhibiting( dissimilar( dynamics( has( been( observed( before( in( the( case( of( water( molecules( in(
acetonitrile( by( Pshenichnikov( et( al.32.(We( have( also( observed( similar( behavior( in( other(metal(
carbonyl(complexes33.(
( The(high(degree(of(similarity(among(the(FFCFs(of(all(five(complexes(is(somewhat(surprising(



















so( we( had( to( look( more( closely( at( the( molecular( chemical( properties( of( the( solvents.( After(
performing(FTIR(experiments(on(the(five(complexes(in(DMSO,(THF(and(CH3CN,(and(fitting(each(




(AN),( a( measure( of( a( solvent’s( electrophilic( properties36,( and( spectral( diffusion( and/or(
solvatochromic( frequency( shifts37,( 38.( Massari( et( al.( found( that( the( FFCF( decay( times( of( oxyK
bis(triphenylphosphene)( iridium(I)( (oxyKVaska’s( complex)( in(benzene,( chloroform,(and(DMF( (all(
aprotic(solvents)(increased(with(the(AN(of(the(solvents,(and(found(no(correlation(with(the(polarity.((
Khalil(et(al.,(however,(used(both(aprotic(and(protic(solvents,(and(correlated(the(FFCF(decay(times(
of( the( sodium( nitroprusside( nitrosyl( stretching( mode( with( the( solvent( AN,( finding( an( antiK




















( ! FTIR'(cm61)! FFCF'Decay'Times'(ps)!
Mode' Molecule' DMSO! THF! CH3CN! DMSO! THF! CH3CN!
A’(2)'
COOH( 1896((18.7)( 1899((13.6)( 1905((15.0)( 3.6(±(1.1( 2.5(±(0.6( N/A(
ReCl( 1890((19.9)( 1894((12.8)( 1899((18.4)( 4.2(±(0.4( 1.3(±(0.5( 1.6(±(0.4(
1,10Kphen( 1891((18.8)( 1894((20.6)( 1899((18.9)( 4.4(±(0.8( 2.7(±(1.1( 1.3(±(0.4(
DMB( 1888((19.8)( 1891((13.3)( 1896((16.2)( 4.5(±(0.7( 2.5(±(0.6( 1.4(±(0.5(
tKButyl( 1888((19.6)( 1891((14.1)( 1896((16.5)( 3.5(±(0.7( 2.7(±(0.9( 1.2(±(0.3(
A”'
COOH( 1917((17.6)( 1922((11.2)( 1922((12.4)( 3.5(±(1.6( 2.5(±(0.9( N/A(
ReCl( 1913((17.1)( 1917((12.7)( 1918((16.0)( 3.2(±(0.5( 1.5(±(0.5( 1.7±(0.7(
1,10Kphen( 1914((17.2)( 1917((18.0)( 1918((16.1)( 3.5(±(0.6( 2.8(±(0.9( 1.3(±(0.4(
DMB( 1910((16.7)( 1914((12.9)( 1915((15.6)( 3.8(±(0.8( 2.2(±(0.6( 2.7(±(2.2(
tKButyl( 1911((16.4)( 1915((13.3)( 1915((16.3)( 3.6(±(1.2( 2.2(±(0.5( 1.2(±(0.4(
A’(1)'
COOH( 2020((8.3)( 2021((6.5)( 2025((6.0)( 2.8(±(1.0( 2.4(±(1.0( N/A(
ReCl( 2018((8.5)( 2019((6.3)( 2023((7.2)( 4.5(±(0.9( 3.1(±(0.8( 1.7(±(0.7(
1,10Kphen( 2019((9.3)( 2020((8.7)( 2023((6.1)( 3.5(±(1.2( 2.3(±(1.7( 1.7(±(1.4(
DMB( 2017((7.6)( 2018((5.8)( 2021((6.0)( 2.4(±(0.7( 4.6(±(1.8( 0.9(±(1.3(
tKButyl( 2017((8.1)( 2018((8.1)( 2021((6.6)( 3.5(±(0.9( 1.0(±(0.6( 2.4(±(1.4(
# Solvent#DN#
(kcal#mol?1)#
29.8# 20.0# 14.0# 29.8# 20.0# 14.0#
Table' 3.1.' The' FTIR' center' frequencies' (fwhm,' cm61),' FFCF' decay' times' (ps)' of' the' A’(2)' carbonyl'
stretching'mode'and'solvent'donor'numbers'(DN)35.'
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To( assess( the( degree( to( which( any( of( the( solvent( dependencies( could( be( linked( to(
continuum(dielectric(properties,(we(performed(DFT(calculations(on(the(Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl(molecule(
in( the( solvents(THF,(DMSO,(and(CH3CN.(We(used( the( functional(PBEO( (PBE1PBE),( the(basis(6K
31+G(d)((LanL2DZ(pseudopotential(for(Re)(and(CPCM((polarizable(conductor(calculation(model)(
method( for( the( solvent40.( The( frequency( calculation( results( are( shown( in( Figure(3.4(B).( Figure(




was( selected( because( it( shows( the(most(modest( solvatochromic( shift( from( solvent( to( solvent(















Though(we(discussed(several(possible(origins,(we( identified(changes( in(the(dielectric( friction( in(















In(ReCl,( the( S0(→( 3MLCT( frequency( shifts( are(20K40( cmK1,( indicating( significant( changes( to( the(
electron(density,( and(by( extension,( the(electrostatic( profile( of( the(CO( region(of( the(molecule.(
Indeed,(in(comparing(the(partial(charges(for(ReCl((S0),(ReCl((3MLCT),(and(the(COOH(derivative,(we(
see(clearly(that(there(are(virtually(no(changes(except(local(to(the(carboxylic(acid(groups((Fig.(3.5).(
In( other(words,( the( spectral( diffusion( difference( between( the( S0( and( 3MLCT( states( is( at( least(
partially( due( to( the( change( in( dielectric( friction( because( the( underlying( changes( in( charge(
distribution(occur(at( the(sites(of( the(CO,(which(are(directly(coupled(to(the(solvent.(Changes( in(
charge(distribution(distant(from(the(carbonyls,(on(the(other(hand,(do(not(affect(the(solvent(motion(
at(the(probe(sites.(In(this(way,(vibrational(spectroscopy(provides(a(measure(of(dynamics(with(an(




We( report( the( spectral( dynamics( of( the( A’(2)( carbonyl( stretching( mode( of( multiple(
variations( of( the( photoKcatalyst( fac?Re(R2Kbpy)(CO)3Cl( in( the( solvents( DMSO,( THF( and( CH3CN.(
Among(all(of(the(variations,(we(observe(similar(dynamics(within(the(same(solvent.(The(spectral(
diffusion( times( therefore( reflect( the( time( scales(of( solvation(dynamics( sensed(by( the( carbonyl(
stretching(modes,(which(seem(to(depend(only(on(the(solvent,(and(not(on(the(permanent(molecular(
dipole( moment( or( steric( effects( trans( to( the( equatorial( carbonyls.( While( the( molecular(
electrostatics(and(intramolecular(electronic(structure(may(contribute,(they(must(do(so(to(a(much(
smaller(extent(than(the(solvent.(In(recent(work,(we(saw(that(the(dipole(moment(change(from(a(










can( be( explained( by( the( solvent's( nucleophilic( character,( pushing( the( electron( density( back(
towards(the(Re(metal(center(and(weakening(the(C%O(bond.(In(the(future,(we(plan(to(study(this(
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Figure' 4.1:! Rhenium' bipyridyl' photocatalysts' for' CO2' reduction' to' CO' and' COOH–.! (A)( The(
photocatalytic(cycle(starts(with(absorption(of(nearKUV(light,(producing(a(metastable((~60(ns)(3MLCT(state(
that(is(reduced(by(electron(transfer(from(an(amine(sacrificial(donor.(A(solvent((or(coKsolvent)(molecule(
substitutes( the( chloride( and( then( dissociates( leaving( a( radical,( which( subsequently( binds( CO2( as( a(




earliest( processes.( Photoredox( catalysis( incorporates( both( light( absorption( and( intermolecular(
charge(transfer(steps(in(addition(to(substrate(binding(and(product(release,(so(lessons(learned(in(a(
given(system(should(be(generalizable.((
( We( describe( the( structural( dynamics( of( a( rhenium( complex,( Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl( (bpy( =(
bipyridine),(an(effective(CO2(reduction(photocatalyst,(in(solution(conditions(similar(to(those(used(






the( solvent( (or( donor)( ligand,( and( there( is( some(evidence( that( formation(of( a( binuclear,( CO2K
bridged(dimer(facilitates(cleavage(of(a(C–O(bond.2,(10K11((
( Although(this(sequence(of(steps(is(supported(by(considerable(evidence,(key(aspects(of(the(




of( the( activated( 3MLCT( state( permits( relatively( longKrange( diffusion( before( deactivation.( The(
results(we(show(here(indicate(that(the(encounter(complex(is(actually(preformed(due(to(significant(







transitions,( enabling( decomposition( of( complex( spectral( bands( into( contributions( from(
homogeneous(dephasing(and(inhomogeneous(frequency(distributions(arising(from(variations(in(
 52!
the( local( solvent( environment.12( The( key( observable( is( the( time( dependent( loss( of( frequency(
correlation(due(to(stochastic(sampling(of(the(frequencies(within(an(inhomogeneously(broadened(
band,(which(is(known(as(spectral(diffusion.13(The(decay(of(the(frequency(fluctuation(correlation(







in( either( solvent( alone.14( This( exchangeKinduced( slowdown( of( spectral( dynamics( has( been(












clear(that(the(Re(complex( in(pure(THF(has(very( little( inhomogeneous(broadening(based(on(the(
relatively( narrow( diagonal( width.( The( solvent( mixture( induces( a( noticeable( increase( in(
inhomogeneous( broadening,( presumably( reflecting( the( increased( diversity( of( solvent(
environments.(The(FFCF(indicates(that(in(the(20%/80%(TEOA/THF(solution,(frequency(correlation(
persists(even(at(longer(waiting(times(compared(with(either(of(the(two(pure(solvent(cases.(











solutions( that( the(solvent(exchange( time(scale( is(predictable( from(mutual(diffusion(of( the( two(
Figure(4.2:(2DKIR(spectra(of(Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl(in(THF/TEOA(solution.(Absorptive(2DKIR(spectra(of(the(A’(1)(
CO(stretching(band(in((A)(THF,((B)(20%((v/v)(TEOA(in(THF,((C)(TEOA(at(three(waiting(times((0.4,(5.1(and(






slow( component( as( a( signature( of( solvent( exchange.15K16( Absent( preferential( interactions,(
exchange(of(dissimilar(solvent(species(should(be(maximal(at(50%(mole(fraction(in(analogy(to(the(









composition(yields( the(highest(efficiency(of(CO(production( in(active(photocatalytic(reactors( (7).( (B)(20%(
TEOA( in(acetonitrile( also( shows(a( pronounced( slowdown,(whereas( (C)( in( DMSO,( there( is(no( significant(
composition(dependence.(In(DMSO,(Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl(does(not(display(evidence(for(preferential(solvation(by(










4.3B,C).( The(correlation(decay( times(of( the( rhenium(complex( in( the( solvent(mixtures(exhibit( a(
slowdown(in(CH3CN((pure:(1.7(±(0.3(ps;(mixture:(4.2(±(0.7(ps),(but(not(in(DMSO((pure:(4.5(±(0.4(ps;(
mixture:( 4.7( ±( 0.5( ps).( These( results( are( consistent( with( the( picture( that( emerges( from( the(
TEOA/THF(data:(we(expect(inhomogeneous((Fig.(4.3E),(preferential(solvation(by(TEOA(in(CH3CN,(
but(not(in(DMSO,(where(we(anticipate(a(largely(homogeneous(solution((Fig.(4.3D).(This(expectation(






















( ET 30( ) kcal /mol( ) =













of(DMSO( (μ(=(3.90(D)( and(CH3CN( (μ(=(3.44(D),( but(much( larger( than( that(of( THF( (μ(=(1.7(D).(
Nevertheless,(we(observe(preferential(solvation(when(μTEOA(<(μSOLVENT.(There(is(not(a(perceived(
'








have( lower( polarizability( values( (π*( =( 75( and( 58,( respectively)( than(DMSO( (π*( =( 100),( so( this(
interaction(may(possibly( influence(the(solvation(preference.(Finally,( the(donicities( (DN(=(donor(
number)(of(the(solvents(show(a(similar(same(trend:(both(THF((DN(=(20.0)(and(CH3CN((DN(=(14.1)(
have( lower( values( than( DMSO( (DN( =( 29.9)24.( Higher( donor( numbers( correlate( with( stronger(
hydrogen( bond( acceptors,( and( these( solvent( DN’s( possibly( indicate( that( hydrogen( bonding(
between(TEOA(and(DMSO(may(prevent(preferential(solvation(of(the(solute(chromophore.((























insights(must( link( the( solvent( structure( to( the( catalytically( essential( primary( electron( transfer(
event.(There(have(been(many(studies(of(Re(photophysics(using(timeKresolved(IR(spectroscopy(as(









4.6A).( The( IR( transitions( of( the( reduced( photocatalyst( have( been( identified( with(




of( the( singly( reduced( species( (Fig.( 4.6B)( [Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl]•–,27( gives( a( signal( that( first( appears(
between(50(and(80(ps(following(the(400(nm(excitation.(Taking(the(midpoint(65(ps(to(be(a(measure(
of(the(ET(time(scale((Fig.(4.6C),(we(can(compare(with(a(diffusion(controlled(prediction.((
( The( picture( of( CollinsKKimball( diffusion( assisted( electron( transfer,( which( is( schematically(






dt A t( ) = −kicA t( )









and( c( is( the( concentration( of( electron( donors( (TEOA)( in( solution.( In( the( classical( theory( of(
bimolecular( reactions( due( to( Smoluchowski( and( later( expanded( by( Collins( and( Kimball( (CK),(
reactions(occur(once(the(electron(donor(reaches(a(contact(region(in(the(immediate(vicinity(of(the(















































































( ( ( ( Δ(=(150(ms(
# # # # δ(=(2000( s(" " " " !(=(200( s(
( ( ( ( ɣ(=(26.75×107(TK1(sK1((T(=(tesla)(
# # # # g(=(50(G/cm(at(full(gradient(strength((G(=(gauss)(
( ( ( (1(T(=(104(G(
( Figure(4.8(shows(the(measured(data(along(with(the(linear(fits(and(the(fitting(parameters.(
From(the(fits,(we(obtain(D(=(6.22×10K10(m2/s(for(TEOA,(and(D(=(2.64×10K9(m2/s(for(THF.(The(radius(
is( chosen( from( the( molecular( volume( computed( using( DFT,( which( we( found( to( be( 168.111(
(cm3/mol),( which( is( equal( to( 279.2( Å3( for( one(molecule.( The( units( of( concentration(must( be(
Figure(4.8:(DOSY(results(and(associated(linear(fits(for(a(20%((v/v)(solution(of(TEOA(in(THF.((top)(ln(I/I0)(
















our( sample( conditions( and( our( experimentally( measured( diffusion( constant( of( TEOA( in( THF(
solution,(the(fastest(possible(time(scale(for(the(ET(reaction(is(~350(ps.(Including(a(finite(time(scale(
intrinsic( ET( transfer( rate,( as( well( as( steric( and( orientational( contributions,( the( true( diffusion(
controlled(time(scale(must(be(considerably(slower(than(this(limiting(value.(Hence,(our(measured(
ET( time( scale( is( at( least( an( order( of(magnitude( faster( than(would( be( anticipated( based( on( a(
diffusion(controlled(process,(indicating(that(the(TEOA(must(be(in(close(proximity(to(the(rhenium(









Rhenium( bipyridyl( complexes( are( currently( the( most( effective( known( homogeneous(





with( the( catalytic( center,( reducing( unproductive( loss( channels( that( are( inevitable( in(multisite(
photosensitizer/catalyst( constructs.( Compared( with( other( popular( photocatalysts( such( as(
[Ru(bpy)3]2+,( and( [Ir(ppy)2(bpy)]+,( the( highly( asymmetrical( rhenium( catalysts( have( large( dipole(
moments.(It(is(generally(accepted(that(photocatalysts(and(photosensitizers(must(have(long(triplet(




that(preforming( the(encounter(complex(by(virtue(of( the(preferential( solvation(may(be(at( least(
partly( responsible.( This( alternative( paradigm( for( photoredox( catalysis( provides( guidance( for(
tailoring(the(photocatalyst(to(the(specific(electrostatic(nature(of(the(substrates(or(other(reagents.(










the( mechanistic( step( where( the( solvent( or( the( donor( coordinates( to( Re,( but( elevates( the(
importance(of(the(apparently(rate(determining(dynamics(of(access(to(the(catalyst.(In(that(sense,(
the( overall( composite( sequence( of( reduction( by( the( donor( and( solvent/donor( coordination( is(
indeed(diffusion(controlled,(but(only( the( second(process( is( actually(diffusive.( Since(diffusion( is(
essentially(uncontrollable,(our( findings(provide( information(necessary( for( catalyst(optimization(











(resolution(~2( cmK1)( to(obtain( the(excitation( frequency( axis( in( the(2DIR( spectra;( the(detection(
frequency(axis(is(obtained(directly(in(the(spectrometer.(A(detailed(description(of(the(technique(is(
described(in(previous(manuscripts.36(
( To(obtain( the(spectral(dynamics,( two( types(of(experiments(were(conducted:(a( rephasing(
(photon( echo)( and( nonrephasing( experiment,( only( differing( from( each( other( by( their( phase(
matching(conditions,(ks,r(=(–k1+k2+k3(and(ks,nr(=(+k1–k2+k3(respectively.(The(dynamic(observables(
obtained( from( these( particular( experiments( are( the( vibrational( lifetime,( the( interK( or( intraK
molecular(vibrational(redistribution(time(and(the(frequencyKfluctuation(correlation(function((FFCF,(
C t( ) = δω 0( )δω t( ) ),(with(this(manuscript(focusing(on(the(latter.(To(obtain(the(FFCF,(we(calculate(the(
Inhomogeneity(Index((I(t2),(Eq.(4.10).13(
I t( ) = Ar − AnrAr + Anr (
(4.10)(
The( peak( amplitude( from( the( nonrephasing( (Anr)( experiment( is( subtracted( from( the( peak(
amplitude( of( the( rephasing( experiment( and( the( difference( is( normalized.( This( procedure( is(
repeated(for(each(waiting(time(delay((t2).(Since(I(t2)(is(only(proportional(to(the(FFCF,(we(must(use(
the(following(equation((Eq.(4.11)(to(calculate(the(FFCF:( (
C t2( ) = sin
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TwoKdimensional( optical( spectroscopy( has( many( conceptual( analogies( with( nuclear(
magnetic(resonance.(Though(nearly(all(of(the(molecular(details(differ,(there(are(so(many(






approaches( as( inspiration.1( Energy( transfer( processes,( both( intraK( and( intermolecular,( are(
ubiquitous( in( infrared( and( visible( spectroscopy,( and( have( been( used( to( determine( couplings,(
orientations,(distances,2K5(and(to(understand(phenomena(such(as(heat(dissipation(in(peptides,6(as(















periods,( one( before,( and( one( after( the( energy( transfer( event.(With( respect( to( lowKfrequency(
dynamical(fluctuations,(thirdKorder(2D(spectroscopy(is(oneKdimensional,(providing(only(the(one(
timeKinterval( correlation( function( (i.e.( ).( It( has(now(been(well( established( that(




with(NaSCN(coKsolute( (Fig.( 5.1),(we( find( that( apparently( the(answer( is( yes,( the( intermolecular(
energy( transfer( filters( dynamics( that( are( difficult( or( impossible( to( observe( from( the( spectral(
dynamics( of( either( the( donor( or( acceptor( alone.( At( the( same( time,( we( are( able( to( establish(






cannot( exhibit( frequencyKdependent( dephasing( arising( either( from( homogeneous,( collisional(
dynamics( or( heterogeneous( spectral( diffusion.( Analogously( to( how( nonlinear( spectroscopy(
requires( anharmonicity,( linear( response( will( fail( when( the( potential( governing( fluctuations( is(
anharmonic.( In( a( donorKacceptor( system( subject( to( Gaussian( statistics,( the( dynamics( of( the(
acceptor(after(receiving(energy(from(the(donor(should(be(identical(to(the(equilibrium(fluctuations(











scale(of( spectral(diffusion(as(determined(with(equilibrium(and( transient(2DKIR( spectroscopy( to(










of(ReCl(bpy)(CO)3( is(similar(to(that(of(betaineK30((17(D),(we(anticipated(that( in(a(relatively( low(


















ligand( is( not( covalently( bound( to( the( Re( metal( center,( as( evidenced( by( the( lack( of( a( metal(
coordinated((i.e.(ReKSCN)(CN(stretching(band(at(2098(cmK1(in(the(FTIR(spectra((Figure(5.3).20(Even(








Intermolecular( energy( transfer( has( been( observed( in( numerous( contexts,( especially( in(
transient(absorption(and(2DKIR(spectroscopy.21K23(The(cross(peak(amplitude(is(determined(by(the(
basic( kinetics( of( donorKacceptor( energy( transfer,( including( both( the( transferKless( decay( of( the(
donor,(and(the(decay(of(the(acceptor.24K26(Both(the(donor(and(acceptor(vibrational(lifetimes(can(





vibrational( redistribution.(Figure(5.4( shows( the(energy( transfer( kinetics(as( viewed( through( the(































acceptor( cross(peak.( ( To( rule(out( the(appearance(of(a(peak( shift(due( to(amplitude(changes( in(













ps( time( constant,( whereas( the( (NaSCN)2( correlation( function( decays( with( a( 5.2±0.8( ps( time(
constant( (Fig.(5.5).( Interestingly,( the( time( is( similar( to( the( spectral(diffusion( time(of( the( single(
contact( ion(NaSCN(pair( (4.2±1(ps).(We(note( that(we(performed( the(measurements( at( several(
NaSCN(concentrations,(ranging(from(7(to(104(mM,(and(do(not(find(significant(differences(in(the(
spectral(diffusion( timescales,( suggesting( that( the( interaction(between(NaSCN(and( the( rhenium(






or( very( similar( location( in( the(2D( spectrum(where( true( cross(peaks( appear.( To( verify( that(our(
spectral( observations( are( not( obscured( by( these( artifacts,( we( simulated( rephasing( and(




































the( availability( of( multiple( thiocyanate( acceptors( for( each( rhenium( donor.( After( energy( is(










of( the(pulse( sequence,(energy( level(diagrams(of( the(donor(and(acceptor,( as(well( as( a( cartoon(
indicating(donor(and(acceptor(energy(level(fluctuations.(The(dipoleKdipole(energy(transfer(process(
can( be( described( using( secondKorder( perturbation( theory,( and( hence( increases( the( overall(
nonlinearity(to(fifth(order,(just(as(is(the(case(for(a(threeKdimensional(spectroscopy(method.(The(
3D(spectrum(has(two(waiting(times((t2(and(t2'),(and(thus(permits(access(to(the(two(time(interval(
correlation( function( of( the( frequency( fluctuations: .11( A( 2D(C t2, ′t2( ) = δω 0( )δω t2( )δω t2 + ′t2( )
Figure(5.7:(Vertical(slices((along( the(detection( frequency(axis)( for(various(simulated(waiting( times(




experiment( with( energy( transfer( can( be( thought( of( as( being( constructed( from( many( 3D(












representation( of( the( dephasing(mechanism( of( energy( transfer.( Fluctuations( of( the( donor( and(
acceptor(energies(result(in(transient(degeneracies(where(energy(transfer(can(occur(very(rapidly.(
When( the( energy( transfer( is( fast,( the( donor(energy(gap( is( transiently( high( frequency(when( the(
acceptor(is(transiently(low(frequency.(Subsequent(evolution(results(in(a(blue(shift(of(the(acceptor(
mode.( (D)( A( schematic( potential( of( mean( force( (PMF)( showing( a( tagged( subset( (fuschia( circle)(





conformational( sampling( or( chemical( exchange,( for( example.10( In( our( case,( we( require( the(
opposite( dynamical( condition:( the( energy( transfer( must( be( fast( in( order( to( avoid( the( time(
averaging( that( would( destroy( the( synchronized( spectral( shift( that( contains( the( dynamical(
information.(Vibrational(energy(transfer(can(probe(catalyst(aggregation(between(surfaceKbound(
molecules,( and(energy( transfer(may(be( significant( for( catalysis( reaction(dynamics.30,( 31( Though(
perhaps( unusual( in( intermolecular( vibrational( energy( transfer,( rapid( energy( transfer( is( not(














Vibrational( energy( transfer( has( the( potential( to( provide( distance( constraints( that( yield(
structural(information(in(complex(environments.5(Beyond(measuring(distances,(we(find(here(that(
spectral(evolution(following(ultrafast(energy(transfer(can(reveal(not(only(preferential(solvation,(
but( can( also( highlight( the( dynamics( of( multiKmolecular( complexes.( Given( the( changes( in(
electrostatics(in(this(rhenium(photocatalyst,(it(is(intriguing(to(imagine(how(a(similar(study(on(the(
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time( resolution.( However,( due( to( the( nature( of( a( homopolymer,( it( is( not( straightforward( to(
controllably( insert( spectroscopically( distinct( side( chains( for( study(with( a(method( such( as( twoK
dimensional( infrared((2DKIR)(spectroscopy.(One(approach(might(be(to(use( isotope( labeled(C=O(
units(in(a(homopeptide,(varying(the(location(of(the(site(label(in(order(to(spatially(map(the(chain(





one(approach( to( this( longKstanding(problem(using(a(novel(metalKcontaining(polymer( (Fig.(6.1),(






















The( polymer( system,( described( previously,[10]( is( synthesized( using(migration( insertion(
polymerization( (MIP)( of( the( FpP( (CpFe(CO)2(CH2)3PPh2,( cyclopentadienylcarbonylK


















in( a( grating( spectrometer( following( sumKfrequency( generation( with( a( chirped( 800Knm( pulse,(
producing(an(upconverted(visible(spectral(interferogram.(The(signal’s(phase(and(amplitude(can(be(
recovered(by(spectral( interferometry,[26](and(the(spectrometer(yields(the(detection(frequency(











spectroscopic( separation( and( assignment( of( heterogeneous( mixtures.( Condensed( phase(
environments( cause( inhomogeneous( broadening( associated(with( slight( variations( in( transition(
frequencies(arising(from(microscopically(distinct(local(environments.(Hence,(the(2D(line(shape(is(
elongated( along( the( frequency( diagonal( to( an( extent( given( by( the( range( of( these( frequency(









performed(density( function(theory( (DFT)(calculations(on(a( truncated(dimer,(and(the( frequency(
analysis(yields(two(higher(frequency(bands(on(the(dicarbonyl(unit,(and(one(lower(frequency(band(
on(the(monocarbonyl(site.(With(this(assignment(made,(we(use(the(spectral(diffusion(of(the(distinct(
modes( to(probe( siteKspecifically( the(dynamics( sensed( at( the(end( separately( from( the(polymer(
interior.((
Since(the(chemistry(of(the(Fe(CO)2(and(Fe(CO)(sites(are(nearly(identical,(and(the(polymer(is(
dissolved( in( a( good( solvent( (tetrahydrofuran,( THF),( we( attribute( the( differences( in( spectral(
diffusion(dynamics(primarily(to(the(motion(of(the(polymer(itself.(Our(experiments(show(that(the(
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end( chain( sites( exhibit( markedly( slower( spectral( diffusion( than( do( the( inner( chain( sites.(










The( short( polymer( studied( here( PFpP,( is( an( 8Kmer( with( a( cyclopentadienyl( Fe(CO)2(
terminus,(and(cyclopentadienyl(Fe(CO)(innerKchain(sites.[10](The(oneKdimensional(FTIR(spectrum(
(Fig.(6.1)(of(PFpP(in(THF(solution(shows(three(bands(at(1914,(1944(and(2003(cmK1,(which(shift(and(
broaden( slightly( as( a( film.( Typically,( one( finds( that( ironKmonocarbonyls( have( lower( transition(






















we( can( extract( the( frequency( fluctuation( correlation( function,C t( ) = δω 0( )δω t( ) ,( where(
δω t( ) =ω t( )− ω ( is( the( fluctuation( of( the( instantaneous( frequency( from( its( average( ω .( The(
picosecond(timescale(decay(of(this(correlation(function(is(due(to(spectral(diffusion.(By(analyzing(
Fig.( 6.2:( 2DKIR( absolute( value( rephasing( spectra( of( PFpP( in( (A)( dilute( THF( solution,( (B)( concentrated( in( THF(
solution,( and( (C)( a( solventKfree( film.( The( cross( peak( between( the( two( higher( frequency( bands( confirms( the(
dicarbonyl( assignment( of( those( coupled( bands.( As( the( solvent( is( depleted,( the( inhomogeneous( broadening(
increases(as(evidenced(by(the(diagonal(spectral(elongation.(
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separately( the( bands( at( 2003( cmK1( and( 1914( cmK1( (Fig.( 6.3),( we( can( selectively( monitor( the(
dynamics(probed(at(the(endKchain(and(the(innerKchain(sites,(respectively.(For(each(experimental(
































that( found(using( the(semiKempirical(calculations.[12]( (Overall,(however,( the( findings(presented(
here(are(not(highly(sensitive(to(variations(of(the(force(field(parameters.((
For( the(dilute( simulation,( a( single(polymer(was( simulated(using( Langevin(dynamics(with(a(
friction(coefficient(having(a(damping(time(of(5.0(fs(and(a(simulated(temperature(of(2000(K(with(
soKcalled(“shrinkKwrap”(boundary(conditions.(These(parameters(are(somewhat(arbitrary,(and(it(is(
well( known( that( Langevin( simulations( generally( follow( linear( response,( which( links( the(
temperature( and( the( friction( coefficient( through( the( fluctuationKdissipation( theorem.[33](
Simulations(used(time(steps(of(1(fs(and(were(run(for(several(microseconds.(All(simulations(were(
performed(using(the(LAMMPS(package((See(Appendix).[34](The(film(simulations(used(an(identical(












we(adopt(the(absolute(site(distanceKtoKtheKmean,( Rj t( ) = rj t( )− r t( ) ,(as(a(measure(of(siteKspecific(
motion.(Here(the(angled(brackets(denote(the(center(of(mass,(which(naturally(diffuses(during(the(
simulation.(The(correlation( function(of( the( fluctuations(of(Rj(t)( (Cjj t( ) = δRj 0( )δRj t( ) )(gives( the(







functions,( we( chose( to( analyze( the( relaxation( using( average( time( constants( computed( by(
integrating(the(decays(of(the(normalized(correlation(functions:(




























































































A( rise( in( the( consumption( of( fossil( fuels( and( the( limited( quantity( on( the( earth( have(
motivated(many(to(invest(future(energy(requirements(on(harvesting(the(energy(from(the(sun.(A(
popular( motif( for( energy( extraction( are( dyeKsensitized( solar( cells( because( they( have( high(





dyes( are( very( similar,( often( differing( by( only( a( functional( group,( the( N719( dye( (cisK
bis(isothiocyanato)bis(2,2’KbipyridylK4,4’KdicarbKoxylato)ruthenium(II)( bisKtetrabutylammonium(
(Ru(dcbpy)2((NCS)2(2TBA))shows(no(aggregation,(even(at(full(dye(coverage5.(












detected( in( a( spectrometer,( creating( a( detection( frequency( axis.( In( our( specific( experimental(
setup,(we(combine(the(signal(with(a(local(oscillator(reference(pulse(for(heterodyne(detection(and(
mix(these(fields(with(a(chirped(pulse((centered(at(800(nm)(in(a(Mg(doped(lithium(niobate(crystal(
to( upconvert( our( infrared( signal( to( a( visible( signal.( The( time( delay( is( scanned( between( the(
excitation(and(detection(pulses(to(obtain(dynamical(information(on(the(system.((We(perform(both(
rephasing( (photon( echo)( and( nonrephasing( experiments( according( to( their( respective( phase(
matching( conditions,( kr=Kk1+k2+k3( and( kn=+k1Kk2+k3,( at( each( waiting( time,( t2.( These( two(
experiments,( independently,( can( reveal( the(vibrational( lifetimes(and( intramolecular( vibrational(
redistribution(time(constants.(When(the(they(are(combined(for(each(waiting(time,(the(frequencyK












mixture( heated( to( 80°C( and( stirred( for( 1( hour.( The( mixture( was( allowed( to( cool( and( the(
refrigerated(for(24(hours(and(then(filtered.(We(note(that(the(SKbound(has(an(IR(stretching(band(
I(t2 ) =
Ar (t2 )− An (t2 )
















Figure(7.1:(A)(Deconvoluted(FTIR(of( the(asymmetric( (2098(cmK1)( and(symmetric( (2105(cmK1)(CN(
vibrational( stretches;( B)( Molecular( structure( of( the( N719( dye( without( the( cation,( bisK




cmK1)( and(14.3( cmK1( (2105( cmK1).( This( is( consistent(our(previous(observations(of(metal( centers(
containing(multiple(oscillators:(the(symmetric,(high(frequency(mode(having(less(inhomogeneous(
broadening(than(the(lower,(outKofKphase(symmetric(mode9.( (The(different(inhomogeneities(are(
























































Transfer( Properties( of( BenzimidazoleKFunctionalized( Ruthenium( Complexes( for( Highly( Efficient(
DyeKSensitized(Solar(Cells.(Chemical(Communications(2010,(46((47),(8992K8994.(
4.( Oregan,( B.;( Gratzel,(M.,( A( LowKCost,( HighKEfficiency( SolarKCell( Based( on( DyeKSensitized(
Colloidal(TiO2(Films.(Nature(1991,(353((6346),(737K740.(
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Weinstein,(J.(A.,(Vibrational(Energy(Transfer(Dynamics(in(Ruthenium(Polypyridine(Transition(Metal(
Complexes.(Physical(Chemistry(Chemical(Physics(2015,(17((3),(1688K1696.(




dicarboxyK2,2'Kbipyridine.( Synthesis,( Properties,( and( Bonding( Mode( of( Coordinated( ThioK( and(
Selenocyanates.(Inorganic(Chemistry(1996,(35((16),(4779K4787.(


























The(work(presented( in( this( thesis( can(be( reduced( to( the( following( themes:( 1.( Spectral(
dynamics( of( multiple( key( steps( in( the( photocatalytic( reaction( of( the( CO2( reduction( catalyst(
Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl(in(multiple(solvents((Chapters(2K4);(2.(Vibrational(energy(transfer(between(distinct(
molecules( (Chapter( 5);( 3.( SiteKspecific( dynamics( within( the( polymer( PfPp( (Chapter( 6)( and( 4.(
Dynamics(of( spectrally( resolved(CN(stretching(modes(of( the(N719(dye( free(and(bound( to(TiO2(
(Chapter(7).(We(have(found(that(using(ultrafast(multidimensional(spectroscopy,(it(is(possible(to(





state( species( and( a( quasiKequilibrated( electronic( excited( state,( independently,( instead( of( the(
conventional(method(of(fluorescence,(which(reports(the(difference(in(energy(between(the(states1.(
Equilibrium( twoKdimensional( infrared( spectroscopy( was( used( to( characterize( the( spectral(





















strongly.( Equilibrium( 2DIR( experiments( on(multiple( ratios( of( solvent:TEOA( revealed( a( spectral(
dynamic( slowdown( that( occurred( at( the( very( concentration(which( results( in( optimal( catalytic(






TEOA( to( the( Re( complex( occurs( on( a( timescale( faster( than( diffusion,( confirming( the( TEOA( is(
preferentially(solvating(the(photocatalyst.((While(this(may(not(be(the(primary(method(of(electron(






stretching( frequency( in( close( proximity( to( the( totally( symmetric( A’(1)( stretch( of( the( rhenium(
photocatalyst.(Different(concentrations(of(sodium(thiocyanate(were(added(to(1.5(mM(solutions(of(
Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl(in(THF(and(we(found(that(there(was(no(effect(on(the(spectral(dynamics(of(either(




of( time,( on( a( timescale( independent( of( the( spectral( diffusion( of( either( of( the( separate( bands(
involved(in(the(energy(transfer,(allowing(us(to(observe(directly,(nonKGaussian(dynamics.(
The( next( work( discussed( the( dynamics( of( a( polymer,( (PfPp;( 8Kmer)( whose( vibrational(
probes(are(embedded(within(the(polymer(units9.(The(end(unit(of(the(polymer(composed(of(an(
ironKdicarbonyl( unit( (endKchain)( and( the( repeating( unit( contains( ironKmonocarbonyls( (innerK
chain).( These(distinct(environments(are( spectrally( resolved,(which(allowed(us( to(monitor( their(
independent,( siteKspecific( dynamics( in( solution,( both( dilute( and( concentrated,( as( well( as( in( a(




























These( techniques( have( proven( to( be( a( powerful( tool( in( understanding( reaction(
mechanisms(from(the(perspective(of(the(reactants,(intermediates(and(the(solvent.(Understanding(
what( roles( each( participant( is( playing( in( the( reaction( at( each( step,( will( no( doubt( lead( to(
optimization(of( reactions(on(a(grander(scale.( (While( this(work(primarily( focused(on(the(known(
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To( confirm( the( assignment( of( the( FTIR( spectrum( deduced( from( the( coupling( pattern(










 Fe     4.765909   -0.478940   -0.315216 
 C      2.820273   -0.404999   -0.982960 
 C      1.692376    0.025154   -0.041796 
 C      0.331346    0.012614   -0.769700 
 P     -1.176729    0.614494    0.146968 
 C     -0.901302   -0.008830    1.872233 
 C     -0.973958    2.450006    0.298538 
 C     -0.913635   -1.398567    2.095146 
 C     -0.694191   -1.916232    3.373122 
 C     -0.466589   -1.058900    4.453929 
 C     -0.451169    0.320722    4.243128 
 C     -0.662084    0.842209    2.962193 
 C     -1.984390    3.186871    0.944664 
 C     -1.914164    4.577902    1.034197 
 C     -0.838985    5.266365    0.461921 
 C      0.162766    4.550164   -0.195228 
 C      0.097239    3.154089   -0.273566 
 Fe    -3.138721    0.111484   -0.877468 
 C     -2.877798   -1.815595   -0.658535 
 O     -1.846815   -2.381978   -1.013817 
 C     -4.040319   -2.673150   -0.129923 
 111!
 C     -3.898045   -4.185863   -0.334312 
 C     -5.084750   -4.970065    0.239712 
 C     -4.059561    0.280947    0.586623 
 O     -4.708484    0.439673    1.539633 
 C      4.228096   -1.338780    1.121572 
 O      3.908890   -1.928782    2.061390 
 C      4.568009    1.127542    0.363683 
 O      4.466914    2.197209    0.790029 
 H      2.621015   -1.416782   -1.356493 
 H      2.862841    0.269960   -1.848005 
 H      1.891047    1.020762    0.372692 
 H      1.630149   -0.649935    0.818794 
 H      0.065554   -1.007115   -1.071532 
 H      0.380059    0.599392   -1.697037 
 H     -1.080148   -2.081459    1.268529 
 H     -0.700111   -2.993210    3.521775 
 H     -0.299283   -1.463734    5.448810 
 H     -0.270022    0.999325    5.073139 
 H     -0.632093    1.917521    2.822656 
 H     -2.835935    2.671936    1.380272 
 H     -2.703978    5.123650    1.544437 
 H     -0.786372    6.350220    0.525101 
 H      1.002521    5.072703   -0.646529 
 H      0.891542    2.625975   -0.789775 
 H     -4.970460   -2.300317   -0.581549 
 H     -4.134475   -2.441242    0.942851 
 H     -2.963628   -4.526602    0.127728 
 H     -3.793478   -4.399523   -1.406395 
 H     -6.029795   -4.670145   -0.232409 
 H     -5.189440   -4.801839    1.319770 
 C      5.287621   -1.173188   -2.307592 
 C      5.678200   -2.144699   -1.348064 
 H      5.323592   -3.165385   -1.290921 
 C      6.657543   -1.537704   -0.485608 
 C      5.975275    0.038346   -2.028677 
 H      4.540962   -1.312400   -3.077762 
 C      6.839946   -0.199517   -0.903154 
 H      5.888466    0.964943   -2.580733 
 H      7.495358    0.527406   -0.440971 
 H      7.148316   -2.015166    0.352697 
 H     -2.114603    2.422605   -2.394877 
 H     -1.647197   -0.057903   -3.391093 
 C     -2.834429    1.617348   -2.464441 
 C     -2.580339    0.303802   -2.980935 
 C     -4.177623    1.676531   -2.030407 
 C     -3.790017   -0.438076   -2.880244 
 H     -3.928046   -1.466550   -3.187106 
 H     -4.665210    2.529690   -1.576586 
 C     -4.771784    0.389835   -2.267657 
 H     -5.795352    0.112121   -2.051129 








the( main( text.( The( URL( to( obtain( the( LAMMPS( distribution( is:(
http://lammps.sandia.gov/index.html(
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